Coupling Analysis of Fetal and Maternal Heart Rates via Transfer Entropy Using Magnetocardiography.
Recent studies have shown that occasional short term coupling between fetal and maternal cardiac systems occurs. Fetal magnetocardiography (fMCG) is a non-invasive technique that records the magnetic fields associated with the electrical activity of the fetal heart through sensors placed over the maternal abdomen. The fMCG allows accurate estimation of fetal heart rates (fHR) due to its high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and temporal resolution. In this study, we analyzed couplingbetween fHR and maternal heart rates (mHR) using Transfer Entropy (TE). TE determines coupling between two variables by quantifying the information transferred between them in both directions. In this work, we used 74 fMCG recordings to compute TE in both directions over 1-minute disjoint time windows (TW). We examined the effect of fetal movement (FM) as a factor of influence on the TE analysis. We identified 21 subjects with FM during the recording and separated them into two gestational age (GA) groups (GA1<32 and GA2≥32 weeks). Next, TE values were compared between TWs containing non- FM with TWs containing FM using Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test. In addition, we compared TE calculations for non-FM segments obtained from the 74 subjects using Rank-Sum test in the two GA groups. Our results showed that TE values from TWs containing FM are not significantly different than those computed for TWs of non-FM. In both directions, we found that TE values obtained from the 74 subjects did not show any significant difference between GA1 and GA2 which is consistent with previous studies. Our study suggests that FM does not affect the TE computations.